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Forming a Strong Foundation
Through Diversity
By Randy Miller, Randall S. Miller and Associates

It should go without saying that employees
are the backbone of any company; whether the
organization has 100,000 employees or is a mom
and pop shop of two, there are a number of
important factors that must we must consider
when selecting the people that will help make up
that foundation. Employees can make or break a
company, so the selection is vital to maintaining
positive workflow, atmosphere, and accuracy.
Organizations, now more so than ever before,
are understanding that talent is their greatest
resource. If you don’t have the right people
working for you, it makes it increasingly difficult
to remain competitive in this global market. This
means companies have to focus on refining their
hiring practices to ensure that their business
strategy and goals are aligned with their talent
management approach. Understanding the

type of employee that is the right fit for your
organization, and the type of employee that will
succeed in a given job position is the key to hiring
top talent. In fact, an effective hiring strategy
will save you money in the long run and foster a
more productive work environment, as replacing
people constantly is both costly and timeconsuming. Consider this fact: new employees
who attended a well-structured onboarding
orientation program were 69 percent more likely
to remain at a company for up to three years. It
isn’t just attracting and hiring the right employees
that are important—having a robust plan for
their onboarding process is essential to retaining
employees long term.
Large corporations have greater resources

By Lola Oyewole, Ocwen Financial Corporation

that has become a St. Louis giving tradition for
companies both large and small. Social service
agencies, working through United Way, identify
over 10,000 families in need, from which
volunteers identify 100 to be profiled in the local
newspaper. From this, donors may ‘Adopt-aCase’ in which a list of family needs are met via
monetary and supply donations. Every dollar
raised for the 100 Neediest Cases program goes
to help the families in need, with all administrative
costs absorbed by the United Way and the PostDispatch.
In December 2017, CRES employees adopted
a family for the fourth consecutive year. After
“St. Louis 100” continued on Page 5
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Companies
Must Learn
to Re-Tool
Policies for
Progress
Across corporate America, discussions
about gender inequity, diversity, and inclusion
are dominating conversations from the water
cooler to the boardroom. Corporations are
moving quickly to re-evaluate and re-tool
internal policies and programs to achieve
balance, fairness, and equal opportunity for
their entire workforce. Given the stories from
women in the corporate workplace who
are speaking out, it’s impossible to imagine
returning to the status quo. But what will the
new workplace look like? And what industries
will lead this evolution?
For many women in the financial services
industry, gender struggles have always been
a way of life. There are incredibly smart and
well-qualified women who need to be at the
leadership table, but there have been very few
seats available to them.
Ocwen Financial Corporation is proud to say
that their “gender evolution” is well underway,
and progress has been measurable thanks to the
commitment of the leadership team, anchored
by Phyllis Caldwell, one of the few female board
chairs in the financial services sector.
Ocwen’s leadership team has recognized
that diversity and inclusion isn’t just a politicallycorrect thing to do, it’s a business imperative,
and in the first quarter of 2015 the company
launched a global D&I initiative to this end.
“We view diversity as a strategic initiative
that is essential to the success of our business,”
explains Caldwell, chair of Ocwen’s board
of directors. “We work hard to sustain an
environment in which diversity, inclusiveness,

CRES Supports St. Louis 100
Neediest Cases Program
The official charity committee of Continental
Real Estate Services, CRES Cares, was created to
serve the St. Louis community in rectifying the
economic and social issues that many cities in the
Midwest face. CRES Cares meets on a quarterly
basis to determine what organizations will be
supported as a team and implements programs
such as “jean days” for employees to encourage
donations of their time and money to a variety of
nonprofits. CRES Cares has worked with hundreds
of organizations over the years, with one particular
effort the company finds to be especially
meaningful: the St. Louis 100 Neediest Cases.
The United Way of Greater St. Louis and the
St. Louis Post-Dispatch have partnered together
for over five decades to develop an initiative
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A Message from
Kathy Cummings Chairperson of the AMDC
AMDC members,
I am thrilled with the welcome and feedback received from you during my journey serving you as Chair of the American Mortgage Diversity Council. It is an honor
to have the magnificent Charmaine Brown as my partner, and I’m confident we will
move beyond the dialogue and deliver toolkits and best practices designed to further
our mission. I personally believe we can help others in our industry understand the
importance of embracing diversity as the foundation for “good business,” and help
them build their desire to make it a part of their corporate DNA. I like to dream big
and know with the breadth of our membership we can make significant things happen.
Thank you for your commitment, and I welcome any ideas and feedback.
Regards,
Kathy Cummings

Bank of America Neighborhood Lending
SVP; Homeownership Solutions and Affordable Housing Programs

THE AMERICAN
MORTGAGE DIVERSITY
COUNCIL DIRECTORY
CONNECTING DIVERSE
SUPPLIERS TO THE
MORTGAGE INDUSTRY

Kathy Cummings leads the Homeownership Solutions and Affordable Housing Programs team for
Bank of America Home Loans Neighborhood Lending organization. Cummings assists in identifying
and making available affordable housing programs offered by Housing Finance Agencies, local governments, and nonprofits across the country. Additionally, she is responsible for managing non-profit
strategic relationships and Bank of America’s Connect to Own® fee for service program offering.

Get connected TODAY by visiting
Directory.MortgageDiversityCouncil.com
to view the AMDC Directory or complete a free
application to have your business included.
The AMDC invites all companies across the
mortgage industry to join us in promoting
diversity and inclusion. For more information,
please visit MortgageDiversityCouncil.com.
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A Message from the Executive Director
Dear members,
As we move into the second quarter of 2018, the American Mortgage Diversity Council
(AMDC) continues striving to ensure that diversity and inclusion initiatives remain at the forefront of the industry. Just in the first three months of this year, AMDC has already accomplished
major steps toward promoting an industry-wide culture of diversity and inclusion.
We welcomed five new organizations to our membership, including Arch Mortgage Insurance Company (Arch MI), Black Knight, Inc., Cyprexx Services, LLC, Mercer Belanger, P.C., and
Mortgage Guaranty Insurance Company (MGIC).
Advisory Council Chair Kathy Cummings and Vice Chair Charmaine Brown have overseen
the successful implementation of education and advocacy tools needed to enact this positive
change in the industry. Such tools came in offerings such as the Mentorship program, envisioned
and created by the AMDC’s Mortgage Banking Relations subcommittee, and The Five Star
Academy’s launch of the accredited Diversity and Inclusion training series—an eight-course
program, with some authored by AMDC members.
AMDC held elections for seven advisory council positions with the newest candidates to
be announced on May 2 at the AMDC Spring Member Meeting at The Joule, in Dallas, Texas.
During the meeting, members will hear subcommittee updates and enjoy focused presentations
from keynote speakers on topical diversity and inclusion issues facing the mortgage industry.
Later in May, BankUnited will host the third AMDC LGBT town hall discussion in Miami, Florida,
with the fourth such meeting hosted by Bank of America in Los Angeles June 15.
With so much progress made, and still so much left ahead of us, I am proud to serve as
Executive Director of the AMDC and look forward to the impact we will continue to have on
the mortgage industry in 2018 and beyond.

Best regards,

John Rieger
Executive Director
American Mortgage Diversity Council
John.Rieger@TheFiveStar.com
214.525.6769
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“Re-Tool” continued from Page 1

international arm of OGWN. “It’s been amazing to
see the diversity of programming and unique ideas
and respect are integral parts of our culture.”
teams from every location bring to the table.”
Women represent 42 percent of Ocwen’s
In observance of International Women’s Day
global workforce of over 7,500 team members,
in March, OGWN hosted “Be Bold for Change”
while people of color represent 41 percent of the
events across the globe, in which attendees
company’s U.S. employee population. With a rising discussed the actions they could take to become
number of female employees in key positions in
responsive and responsible leaders in creating
the company, Ocwen
a more diverse and
has invested time and
inclusive environment.
resources in the creation
These actions were
“Programs have included
of a company-wide
documented and posted
affinity group aimed at
everything from informal
in break rooms as a daily
empowering women and
reminder of the goals
coffee
sessions
and
panel
encouraging diversity
they set for themselves.
discussions with senior
and inclusion: the
OGWN is open to all
Ocwen Global Women’s
executives to Dress for
Ocwen employees
Network (OGWN).
worldwide. Only one
Success
clothing
drives,
selfOGWN provides
year into the endeavor,
defense classes, a fundraiser the network has over
members with an
environment that
for colleagues affected
1,000 members—both
promotes mentoring,
women and men—
by
Hurricane
Maria,
and
professional
representing more
seminars to encourage
development,
than 13 percent of the
workplace flexibility,
company’s global fullscreenings during Breast
and representation of
time workforce. And the
Cancer
Awareness
Month.”
women at all levels of
numbers continue to
the company. The group
grow.
is a platform for sharing
“One of OGWN’s
information and ideas and accelerating employee
strengths is soliciting ideas for programs from
skills and knowledge through networking.
our members so we can ensure their wants and
Launched in January 2017, OGWN is celebrating
needs are being met,” explained Toni Harrigan,
multiple accomplishments from its first year,
Ocwen’s Chief Market and Credit Risk Officer and
during which the group sponsored programs
one of the executive co-leaders of OGWN. “Based
and events in the United States, India, and the
on feedback from the pilot year, we plan to focus
Philippines. Educational and networking activities
on skill development in 2018. Topics will include
are planned and carried out in each global location executive presence, leading successful teams,
at least once per quarter.
effective communication, networking, and conflict
“Programs have included everything from
resolution.”
informal coffee sessions and panel discussions
To recognize OGWN members who have
with senior executives to Dress for Success
demonstrated exceptional leadership and made a
clothing drives, self-defense classes, a fundraiser
meaningful impact on the organization, the group
for colleagues affected by Hurricane Maria, and
has created an annual OGWN Leadership Award
seminars to encourage screenings during Breast
to be presented in January of each year. “The
Cancer Awareness Month,” said Diksha Dutt, VP of award is quite meaningful because it recognizes
Ocwen’s Customer Care Center, who heads up the the honorees for their outstanding leadership and
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efforts to make a difference in the lives of other
team members across the company,” said Lola
Oyewole, Ocwen’s Director of Human Resources
and Chief Diversity Officer. “We hope that by
celebrating these women’s accomplishments,
much more will be inspired to join and dedicate
themselves to OGWN’s mission.”
The true measure of OGWN’s success is
the very real progress being made by women in
the company. Since January 2017, 50 percent of
leadership promotions at the director and above
level in the U.S. have been females, 25 percent of
the employees hired into U.S. leadership positions
at the director level and above were female, and
50 percent of hires into senior management roles
in the Asia-Pacific have been females.
“After just one year, we see membership in
OWGN empowering our female colleagues to take
on more responsibility and build out their skills
with greater confidence,” commented Barbara
Holmes, Director of Ocwen’s Internal Review
Group and OGWN co-leader. “And we have gained
a better understanding the unique challenges
of our female employees, especially in overseas
offices, and how to how we can best help them
overcome these challenges through our culture.”
Fostering a culture of diversity and inclusion
doesn’t happen overnight. It takes effort, carefully
crafted plans, and an ability to recognize that the
best ideas may come from someone in an office
thousands of miles away. This collaborative spirit
and group efforts are not only helping women at
Ocwen feel more empowered; they are helping
make the company better. As OGWN gears up for
2018, it is clear to see change is in the air, and it is
inspiring.
Lola Oyewole is the Human
Resources Leader of U.S. Operations
and Chief Diversity & Inclusion
Officer for Ocwen Financial
Corporation. She is responsible for
leading the HR strategy for U.S. operations with over
2,300 employees nationally, and leads Ocwen’s Diversity
and Inclusion strategy globally supporting over 7,500
employees.

“Strong Foundation” continued from Page 1

individuals with common characteristics. Failure
to comply can be extremely costly, both regarding
financial penalty, as well as corporate reputation.
Diverse workforces are known to provide greater
creativity, marketing capabilities, and lower
employee turnover—translating into greater
profits. Yet it is not uncommon for companies
to unconsciously encourage practices that may
hinder the diversity of their hiring pool, such as
relying on employee referrals when hiring new
staff. Such policy may make the process easier, but
it creates a staff that is more homogenous.
Notwithstanding the negative social effects
that may have on a business, there are also the
potential legal ramifications of not hiring, or
at least properly considering a more diverse
workforce. Protected classes include race (Civil
Rights Act of 1964), religion (Civil Rights Act of
1964), nationality (Civil Rights Act of 1964), age
(Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967),
sex (Equal Pay Act of 1963 and the Civil Rights Act
of 1964), pregnancy (Pregnancy Discrimination
Act), and disability (Americans with Disabilities Act
of 1990). There are situations where citizenship,
veteran status, and parenthood may also be
considered. Therefore, it is imperative to all sizes
of businesses to have a comprehensive plan in
place when it comes to hiring. Plans should include
a complete job analysis, job specifications and
job descriptions. Additionally, interviews must be

carefully crafted to ensure that questions do not
touch upon a candidate’s status in a potentially
protected group—failure to do so can be
extremely costly.
To properly ensure your company is hiring in a
legally protected manner, it is strongly suggested
that a complete job analysis is performed for
each position, with the specific qualities needed
to properly perform the job laid out, while also
detailing the job description itself. Prior to the
interview process, the necessary experience,
qualities, and/or education should be rated and
scaled so that each candidate will be graded on
equal terms. If a company consistently hires the
candidate with the best score, it will have insulated
itself from any potential liability alleging hiring
discrimination.

and wipes for the baby were collected. Gift card
donations (from businesses such as Walmart,
careful review of families available, a large family of
Target, Family Dollar, and gas stations) totaled
nine was selected in which the head of household
over $600. Weekends Only Furniture donated and
was a 41-year-old teacher and single mother of
delivered a full-size bed with a frame, a full-overeight children, living with relatives. The children
full bunk bed with mattresses, and two additional
range in age from nine months to 17 years and
twin mattress sets for a twin bunk bed donated by
all needed beds, as they were making plans to
move into a home of their own in the near future. the company. There was even enough cash left to
buy brand new bedding for each bed. The day of
With CRES being a small company of only about
delivery was unforgettable.
50 employees, they were a bit nervous about
As stated by Archbishop Robert J. Carlson in a
being able to fulfill the needs of this large family.
recent column in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, “Our
However, with 90 percent participation from
city, which has so much to be proud of, also has
staff, a few outside contributions, and donation
reasons to be humble. Issues of income inequality
of furniture, CRES Cares was able to collect and
and lack of access to quality education continue
deliver everything they wished for and more.
to plague us. The racial disparity, gun violence and
Each of the nine members of the family
doubts about fair treatment under the law weigh
received new shoes, clothing, and toys for all of
the children. Supplies of toiletries and even diapers heavily on our consciences. These past few years

have made us consider more deeply just how
systemic these injustices are.”
CRES and the CRES Cares Committee feel that
the gifts and support of the 100 Neediest Cases is
a way to battle some of the painful, complex issues
the city faces, and this is an initiative they will
continue to support in years to come.

than smaller companies, such as on-staff
organizational psychologists, HR practitioners,
HR analysts, and internal talent consultants who
are constantly identifying flaws in the workplace
that do not align with an organization’s mission
and culture. Such talent can implement initiatives
designed to instill corporate principles and
help create a better work environment. Happy
employees translate into a more productive
work environment, as well as assisting in creating
effective job descriptions, hiring strategies, and
rating systems. This can be done by analyzing the
traits of these successful employees, and then
searching for those traits in others during the
hiring process, as well as establishing baseline
requirements for any potential hire in a given
position.
Smaller corporations typically do not have
such resources. There are no pre-employment
questionnaires, crafted standard interviews,
or defined job classifications. The smaller the
work environment, the more varied tasks each
employee is likely responsible for. However, there
are numerous laws that compel equal treatment,
and it is imperative that evidence of compliance be
maintained, no matter the size of the business.
Equal protection isn’t just a moral compulsion;
it is federally mandated, protecting a variety of

“St. Louis 100” continued from Page 1

Randall “Randy” S. Miller is
President of both Randall S.
Miller & Associates, a default
firm servicing the states of
Colorado, Illinois, Michigan,
Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Wyoming, as well as
Schweitzer Title Agency, LTD, which provides
default title searches nationally. He is also CEO of
U.S. Default Management. Miller graduated from
Michigan State University in 1987, and the Detroit
College of Law in 1992. He may be reached at
RMIller@RSMALaw.com.

Katie Van Hook is the Business
Development Manager for CRES
and has been with the company
for 11 years. Van Hook also
serves as President of the Board
for a local non-profit serving underprivileged
families in the region. Continental Real Estate
Services has a 100 percent female management
team, and our workforce is 90 percent female
and 15 percent minority.
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Passing the Torch

AMDC former Chairperson Michael Ruiz
adresses membership and welcomes new
Chair, Kathy Cummings, and Vice Chair,
Charmaine Brown
Dear colleagues,
It has been a distinct honor to have served as a former
Chairperson of the American Mortgage Diversity Council. The staggering amount of energy and support that
so many individuals and institutions have put forth
should give all involved a sense of hope and accomplishment, regardless of how much further we still
have to go on this journey. Speaking of journeys,
I would be remiss in not sending best wishes to
my friend, Co-Chair, and colleague, Jay Inouye,
as he embarks on his post-Freddie life. Jay is a
stalwart in the diversity and inclusion arena, and
I take comfort in the fact that while “retired,” he
remains accessible as a resource and mentor.
I want to acknowledge the new Council leadership. Chairperson Kathy Cummings and Vice Chair
Charmaine Brown bring a level of acumen and energy that will benefit the American Mortgage Diversity Council and its stakeholders immeasurably.
With Kathy at the helm, the AMDC will continue
to be a preeminent voice for Diversity & Inclusion,
striving to safeguard the access and dreams of all
those served by the mortgage industry.
Michael Ruiz,
Past-Chairperson, AMDC
Michael Ruiz has been the Director of Supplier Diversity at Fannie Mae
since 2010. A native Chicagoan of Puerto Rican descent, Ruiz has a Bachelor
of Arts from Yale University and a Master of Business Administration from
the University of Illinois at Chicago. Ruiz was named one of the Bay Area’s
Emerging Latino Leaders in 2006 by the San Francisco Hispanic Chamber of
Commerce and Wells Fargo.
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AMDC MEMBER FLAGSTAR
BANK NAMES PROGRAM
MANAGER FOR DIVERSITY
AND INCLUSION
Flagstar Bank has named Mary Mbiya as
program manager of its diversity and inclusion
initiatives. Mbiya has over 18 years’ experience in
financial services, with five years at Flagstar where
she most recently served as VP and Senior Branch
Manager in Rochester.
Flagstar Bancorp, Inc. is a savings and loan
holding company that provides commercial, small
business, and consumer banking services through
99 branches in the state, and provides home loans
through a wholesale network of brokers and correspondents in all 50 states.
In her new role, Mbiya is responsible for leading
further development and implementation of Flagstar’s strategy for diversity and inclusion. Flagstar
has already demonstrated corporate leadership in
these areas, both as a signatory to the CEO Action
for Diversity & Inclusion pledge, and as the winner
of the Mortgage Bankers Association’s Residential
Leadership Award for Organizational Diversity and
Inclusion.
“I’m fortunate that Flagstar has already created
a template for diversity and inclusion,” Mbiya said.
“I hope to use my knowledge of the bank and the
communities we serve to make a significant impact
both inside and outside the company.”

BLACK KNIGHT NAMES
ANTHONY JABBOUR CEO
On April 1 Anthony Jabbour assumed the role
of CEO of Black Knight. Past CEO Tom Sanzone
transitioned to the company’s Vice Chairman of
the Board. Jabbour was most recently the COO of
Fidelity National Information Services, Inc.’s Banking
and Payments business. In this role, he had global
accountability for solution development, sales, and
delivery of banking and payments offerings for
clients of all sizes and in all geographic markets.
“Anthony has a strong track record of successfully growing businesses both organically and
through acquisitions, establishing strong client
relationships, and managing large, complex technology operations in the financial services industry,”
said Bill Foley, Executive Chairman of Black Knight.
“He will build on the strong foundation that Black
Knight has established, and I am confident he and
the management team at Black Knight will take the
company to the next level.”
Foley continued, “Tom was Black Knight’s
first CEO. His goals were to increase shareholder
value and create a strategy and structure for the
company that would set the course for future
success, which included enhancing the company’s
ability to cross-sell its products. He exceeded our
expectations on all fronts, and we are grateful for
his contributions in that role and look forward to
working with him in his new position.”
Since joining FIS in 2004, Jabbour held positions of increasing responsibility in operations and
delivery services as a key member of the executive
leadership team.

THE 2018 FIVE STAR EVENTS LINEUP
APRIL 30 - MAY 1, 2018

Mark your Calendars for a
Year of Epic Industry Events.

MAY 2, 2018

LEGAL LEAGUE 100
SPRING SERVICER SUMMIT*

AMERICAN MORTGAGE DIVERSITY
COUNCIL MEMBER MEETING*

LegalLeague100SpringSummit.com

MortgageDiversityCouncil.com

Legal League 100 members and subject matter experts from default servicing and
government agencies will gather for a discussion of the most critical issues currently
facing legal professionals. *This event is open only to lenders, servicers, government officials, and Legal League 100 members..

Members of the American Mortgage Diversity Council (AMDC) will convene for inclusive
conversations and subcommittee updates focused on the most topical D&I issues facing
the mortgage industry. *This meeting is exclusive to AMDC members.

THE JOULE | DALLAS, TEXAS

MAY 2, 2018

THE JOULE | DALLAS, TEXAS

SEPTEMBER 16-18, 2018

PROPERTY PRESERVATION EXECUTIVE
FORUM MEMBER MEETING*

2018 FIVE STAR
CONFERENCE AND EXPO

PropertyPresForum.com

FiveStarConference.com

The Property Preservation Executive Forum (PPEF) Member Meeting brings together the
nation’s most prominent preservation companies to engage in transparent conversations
about the state of the industry and interactions with clients. *This meeting is exclusive to PPEF members.

Now in its 15th year, the Five Star Conference and Expo is proud to continue the tradition
of providing superior events, education programs, and networking opportunities that
thousands of attendees have come to rely upon.

THE JOULE | DALLAS, TEXAS

HYATT REGENCY | DALLAS, TEXAS

Featuring exclusive business-building events such as:
» The FORCE Rally: September 16, 2018
» Single-Family Rental Roundtable: September 16, 2018
» Legal League 100 Fall Servicer Summit: September 17, 2018
» American Mortgage Diversity Council Fall Member Meeting: September 17, 2018

THEFIVESTAR.COM
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AMDC Hosts
Chicago Town Hall
On Wednesday, March 14, 2018, the AMDC, in
partnership with Federal Home Loan Bank (FHLB)
of Chicago, hosted a town hall discussion with
leaders from the Chicago LGBT community. The
meeting was the second in a series of town halls
to be convened by the AMDC with LGBT community leaders from major cities across the nation.
“The American Mortgage Diversity Council is
a membership-driven organization of companies
in the financial services industry working collaboratively to advance the conversations around
diversity and inclusion by focusing on challenges
faced by minority- and women-owned businesses,
creating solutions through advocacy, education,
and training. This latest town hall, the second in
a series, provided information to be used in the
creation of a white paper on the subject for the
financial services industry,” said AMDC Executive
Direct John Rieger.
“The AMDC is leading the industry in extend-

ing an olive branch to the LGBT communities
across the country,” said Michelle Matteson,
Senior Operations Manager at Bank of America.
“I had the opportunity to attend the AMDC LGBT
town hall in Dallas, Texas, and was amazed at the
perspectives and stories that were brought to the
table. I am proud to be a part of the AMDC LGBT
events, as I am both representing Bank of America
and the LGBT community. I applaud the AMDC for
their efforts to get to know the LGBT community
and their unwavering support as an ally.” The
schedule of topics for the Chicago AMDC town
hall included Homeownership and Fair Housing in
the LGBT Community, Workplace Inclusion, and
Gender Identity Discrimination, and LGBT Youth
Homelessness.
“My CEO gave me the opportunity to get
involved in something that I was passionate
about,” said Kim Morris, SVP, Tax Operations,
Accumatch. “I looked at several different op-
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tions before landing on the American Mortgage
Diversity Council. Being an out, lesbian executive,
it seemed like a cause I could get behind and help
make a difference in my industry. My expectations
have been exceeded twofold by the AMDC. When
I suggested that we have a town hall to gather
data about LGBT, the AMDC stepped up and not
only set up a roundtable in Dallas but in three
additional cities. Sitting at the first roundtable in
Dallas, listening to the stories and understanding
how the mortgage industry can make a difference,
was simply amazing.”
Participating organizations for the event included Accumatch, Associated Bank, Bank of America,
Chicago House, Corporation for Supportive Housing, Equality Illinois, Fannie Mae, Federal Home
Loan Bank of Chicago, Flagstar Bank, Lambda Legal,
LGBT Chamber of Commerce of Illinois, Milwaukee
Metropolitan Community Church, Metropolitan
Milwaukee Fair Housing Council, National Association of Gay and Lesbian Real Estate Professionals,
National Tax Search, and Wintrust.
“The partnership between the AMDC and the
LGBT community is paramount to begin working
towards solutions that will help build a better
tomorrow,” Matteson said. “The journey is long,
there is much to be done, but this is a great place
to start.”

AMERICAN MORTGAGE DIVERSITY COUNCIL
SPRING 2018-MEMBER MEETING
THE JOULE HOTEL | DALLAS, TEXAS | MAY 2, 2018

The 3rd annual Spring American Mortgage Diversity Council (AMDC) Member
Meeting will bring together top executives from across the nation to discuss
and develop solutions towards advancing the agenda of diversity and
inclusion in the U.S. residential mortgage industry.
FEATURED KEYNOTE SPEAKER:

DOMINICA GROOM,

VP, Office of Diversity and
Inclusion, Freddie Mac
JOIN THESE DISTINGUISHED ORGANIZATIONS WORKING TOGETHER TOWARD PROGRESS:
ALTISOURCE | ARCH MI | ARMOR CONCEPTS | ASPEN GROVE SOLUTIONS | ASSERO SERVICES | ASSETVAL | ATA NATIONAL TITLE GROUP
AUCTION | BANK OF AMERICA | BANKUNITED | BEERS HOUSING | BLACK KNIGHT | CALIBER HOME LOANS | CONSOLIDATED CREDIT SOLUTIONS
CONTINENTAL REAL ESTATE SERVICES | CYPREXX SERVICES | DEVAL | FANNIE MAE | FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK OF CHICAGO
FICO | FIRST ALLEGIANCE | FIRST AMERICAN MORTGAGE SOLUTIONS | FIVE BROTHERS DEFAULT MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS | FLAGSTAR BANK
FREDDIE MAC | GLOBAL DMS | GLS LEGAL SERVICES | HEAVNER, BEYERS, MIHLAR, ASSOC. | INDEPENDENCE TITLE COMPANY
JOHNSON, BLUMBERG, & ASSOCIATES | LANDMARK NETWORK | LAUDAN PROPERTIES, LLC | MERCER BELANGER, PC | METRO PUBLIC ADJUSTMENT, INC
MGIC | MORTGAGE CONNECT | MSI | NATIONAL MI | NATIONAL REIA | NATIONAL TAX SEARCH | MR. COOPER | OCWEN FINANCIAL CORPORATION
ORLANS P.C. | PENNYMAC | RANDALL S. MILLER & ASSOCIATES | RICHARD M. SQUIRE & ASSOCIATES | RUTH RUHL, P.C.
STERN, LAVINTHAL, & FRANKENBERG | SUTHERLAND GLOBAL SERVICES | U.S. BANK | WEATHERCHECK | WRIGHT, FINLAY, & ZAK | ZVN PROPERTIES, INC

AMERICAN MORTGAGE DIVERSITY COUNCIL - SPRING MEETING SPONSORS

RSVP TO JOHN.RIEGER@AMDCOUNCIL.COM

*RSVPs will only be accepted from AMDC members. For more information, please call 214.525.6700 or visit MortgageDiversityCouncil.com
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AMDC ACTION
Looking Beyond the Visible
Dimension of Diversity
AMDC’s new Vice Chair Charmaine
Brown discusses what diversity means
for her and what she plans to achieve
in her role at the council.
Charmaine Brown, Director of Outreach and
understanding of how diversity and inclusion,
Engagement, Office of Minority and Women
when done right, drives better business outcomes.
Inclusion, was recently appointed as Vice Chair
of the American Mortgage Diversity Council
What are your goals for the year as the
(AMDC). Partnering with Chair Kathy Cummings,
newly-appointed Vice Chair? My key goal is to
SVP, Homeownership Solutions and Affordable
support our Chair, Kathy Cummings, in her vision
Housing Programs at Bank of America, Brown
to further the objectives of the organization, by
will assist with the
leveraging the strength
implementation of
and expertise of AMDC
an aggressive agenda
members to be a
for the AMDC this
resource to the industry.
year, working to
I will focus
“Among the best practices Additionally,
equip the industry
on helping the industry
in recruitment, retention,
with the education
to understand and
and advocacy tools
address holistically the
and development is to
needed for fostering an
issues of the
expand outreach to multiple pressing
industry-wide culture of
day—not only what we
sources where you are
diversity and inclusion.
should be talking about
Brown completed her
today, but also what we
likely to engage a variety
Diversity Management
be doing about
and broad mix of talent and should
Program at Cornell’s
today’s diversity and
capabilities. In retention,
ILR School, as well as
inclusion challenges.
the Harvard Kennedy
The challenges
for example, mentorship
School for Executive
include supply chain
and sponsorship can help
Education, Diversity, and
opportunities, gender
build talent within the
Inclusion Leadership
inclusion (cisgender as
Program. She is certified
well as transgender),
organization.”
in the Intercultural
pay equity, and how we
Development Inventory,
connect the dots to
a cross-cultural
the marketplace. We
competency assessment
want to address the
tool.
question: how are we addressing, anticipating, and
proactively meeting the needs of the underserved
Please tell us more about your role as
community and communities of color? There’s
Director at Fannie Mae’s Office of Minority
work to be done to try to help low- and moderateand Women Inclusion. I’m focused on outreach income communities get on a path to sustainable
and engagement strategies that cultivate a more
homeownership. All of those things are strategic
inclusive marketplace and workforce. Our aim is
priorities for us, but most importantly as the Vice
to create environments that value, appreciate, and Chair I am invested in the success of the entire
embrace differences; ones that see differences as organization and furthering the vision of our
a source of learning and a competitive advantage, Chair, who is an exceptional leader.
rather than a source of conflict. I’m also leading
outreach strategies that focus on building
What does the word ‘diversity’ mean for
strong partnerships and alliances with critical
you? Diversity is relational. I often hear leaders
stakeholders to help our customers increase their say that they want a “diverse” candidate. Another
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misperception is that diversity is solely visible—
what we can see. This is quite limiting. When we
focus on the visible dimensions, so much is missed
and oftentimes assumptions are unconsciously
made. It’s not that identity isn’t important, there is
indeed a corollary between the visible dimensions
and deep level diversity. However, the richness
is in the deep level diversity, the diversity we
cannot see. I encourage business leaders to think
about the diversity of skill sets, mindsets, socioeconomic backgrounds, and cultural views, and to
look at strategies to get the right mix of talent to
achieve business goals.
Can you share some best practices in
the areas of diversity and inclusion that
companies should adopt? Among the
best practices in recruitment, retention, and
development is to expand outreach to multiple
sources where you are likely to engage a
variety and broad mix of talent and capabilities.
In retention, for example, mentorship and
sponsorship can help build talent within the
organization. Have a healthy and balanced
“buy and build” strategy; acquire the talent
that differentiates and builds promising talent
internally. Undeveloped high-potential talent is
such a loss to organizations. And expose your
organizations to opportunities to engage with
cultures that they are unlikely to engage in their
normal course of business to counter stereotypes.
How can building a more diverse market
in the workforce help Americans achieve
their dream of homeownership? We are in the
business of working with our partners to serve
the housing needs of all communities, in good
times and bad. I always keep in mind the lessons
learned from being on the front line during the
foreclosure crisis. Buying a home is an emotional
decision for many and lots of families, particularly
those in low- and moderate-income communities
of color, those who were disproportionately
impacted by foreclosures during the crisis,
did not understand their mortgage product.
Sustainability is key, and we can help to position
families for successful homeownership through
education and counseling. At the same time, not
everyone wants to own a home, so providing
safe, decent, affordable rental options remains
critically important. Finally, providing transitional
and supportive housing for those in crisis
and suffering from the trauma that can lead
to homelessness is an important aspect. For
example, LGBTQ youth between the ages of 18-24,
veterans suffering from PTSD, etc. are more likely
to experience homelessness.

American Mortgage Diversity
Council Welcomes Five New
Members
serve their customers by delivering bestin-class technology, services, and insight
with a relentless commitment to excellence,
innovation, integrity, and leadership. “At
Black Knight, we realize that our individual
differences strengthen us collectively, which
ARCH MI is the leading mortgage insurance is why Black Knight is committed to diversity
(MI) provider in the United States. Backed by in our workforce and promotes a business
a solid capital base, ARCH MI offers expert
culture that is representative of the unique
risk management and financial services to
values, opinions, cultures, and needs of our
help mortgage lenders protect their
employees, customers, communities, and
investments and expand their markets. Arch suppliers. Black Knight chose to join the
MI employs more than 900 professionals and AMDC to learn best practices and increase
support staff at the headquarters in
connections with other diverse and inclusive
Greensboro, North Carolina, and in locations banks, mortgage lenders and servicers,
throughout the country. An industry-leading and other financial services companies,”
sales force with deep relationships gives
said Black Knight’s Chief Human Resources
them unparalleled insight into market
Officer Melissa Circelli.
challenges, coupled with the maturity and
experience to offer solutions. Arch MI has a
deep corporate commitment to diversity and
inclusion and is committed to raising
awareness and educating lenders on issues
associated with minority borrowers and
women. Arch MI is led by David Gansberg,
who serves as President and CEO of Arch
CYPREXX SERVICES joined AMDC in
Capital Group, Ltd.’s (ACGL) U.S. mortgage
January and has been providing quality and
insurance operation (Arch MI). Gansberg has cost-effective property preservation services
held this position since Arch MI was launched for over 25 years. A family-owned business,
in January 2014, following ACGL’s acquisition Cyprexx has led the industry with a flat-fee
of CMG MI and certain assets of PMI
pricing model and dedicated client-based
Mortgage Insurance Company. Gansberg was services teams. Founder Ronnie Ory has
active in the acquisition and led the effort to been building safe and secure homes since
obtain approval of the company as an eligible 1979. “As a company, we are actively focused
mortgage insurer from Fannie Mae and
on internal diversity in our workforce. We are
Freddie Mac, and has since led the
committed to several internal programs such
development of Arch MI into a leader in the
as our veteran hiring initiative and gender
private mortgage insurance market.
pay equity,” the company said. “We are
excited to get involved with AMDC to not
only learn from our peers and others in the
council but also to see how we can help
impact our industry to become stronger and
more diverse.”
While Cyprexx is not new to the concept
and practice of diversity and diversity
BLACK KNIGHT is the mortgage and
planning, joining AMDC is the company’s first
finance industries’ leading provider of
official membership to a diversity-focused
integrated technology, data, and analytics
group.
solutions that facilitate and automate
many of the business processes across
the entire loan lifecycle. Black Knight is the
provider lenders and servicers rely on to
support their strategic goals and better

MERCER BELANGER joined the AMDC in
January and has been a majority womenowned law firm since 2013 and became a
certified Women-Owned Business in 2017.
“We pride ourselves on our minority business
status and look forward to the opportunity to
be involved in an organization where we can
promote the value and importance of
diversity in business operations and
encourage diversity awareness from a
corporate point of view,” the company noted.
Mercer Belanger has provided legal services in
Indiana for the lending and mortgage banking
industry in the area of foreclosure law,
bankruptcy law, consumer collections and
commercial/multifamily real estate matters in
excess of fifty years. Since its establishment in
1928, the firm has traditionally concentrated in
the areas of real estate, creditor’s rights
(foreclosure, bankruptcy, evictions, REO, title,
closings, and commercial collections) and
related litigation.

MORTGAGE GUARANTY INSURANCE
CORPORATION is the principal subsidiary of
MGIC Investment Corporation, a private mortgage insurer with $194.9 billion as of December 31, 2017. MGIC founded modern private
mortgage insurance in 1957 and remains the
industry’s premier provider today. MGIC serves
lenders in the United States, Puerto Rico, and
Guam and helps families achieve homeownership sooner by making affordable low-downpayment mortgages a reality. Over the years,
they’ve proven that private capital plays a vital
role in the housing industry. Their products,
services and experience help make homeownership attainable for the public and originating
high-LTV loans safer for the financial institutions they serve. MGIC provides a critical
component of the country’s residential mortgage finance system by protecting mortgage
investors from credit losses. The mortgage
insurance provided also benefits consumers by
helping them achieve homeownership sooner
with low-down-payment loans.
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